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Abstract. The Waseda Meisei team participated in the TRECVID 2018 Adhoc Video Search (AVS) task [1]. For this year’s AVS task, we submitted
both manually assisted and fully automatic runs. Our approach focuses on the
concept-based video retrieval, based on the same approach as last year. Specifically, it improves on the word-based keyword extraction method presented in
last year’s system, which could neither handle keywords related to motion nor
appropriately capture the meaning of phrases or whole sentences in queries.
To deal with these problems, we introduce two new measures: (i) calculating
the similarity between the definition of a word and an entire query sentence,
(ii) handling of multi-word phrases. Our best manually assisted run achieved a
mean average precision (mAP) of 10.6%, which was ranked the highest among
all submitted manually assisted runs. Our best fully automatic run achieved an
mAP of 6.0%, which ranked sixth among all participants.
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System Description

For ad-hoc video search, our approach is based on concept-based video retrieval. We
first build a large concept bank comprising many types of concepts. It contains classifiers such as persons, objects, scenes, and actions. We then calculate the concept
scores for every video sequence in advance. In the following section, we will introduce
the concept bank used in our system and then demonstrate how to calculate concept
scores for each video. Next, we will describe our three types of approaches for concept
similarity scoring: Method 1: word-based, Method 2: sentence-based, and Method 3:
phrase-based.
1.1

Concept bank

In the TRECVID AVS task in 2016 and 2017, we achieved the best performance by
constructing a large concept bank using pre-trained concept classifiers and improving
the coverage rate for keywords appearing in query sentences [2][3]. The teams in the
competition achieving the highest performance were found to have a similar conceptbased approach. In addition, this method is acknowledged as an eﬀective solution for
video search[4][5].
After analyzing the failure cases from 2016 and 2017, we found deficiencies wherein
the system could not properly select corresponding concept classifiers for some query
sentences. We also found that most concepts corresponded only to nouns. Action words
or phrases composed of multiple words did not show any correspondence.
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Table 1. Concept bank used in our systems.
Name
TRECVID346
FCVID239
UCF101
PLACES205
PLACES365
HYBRID1183
IMAGENET1000
IMAGENET4000
IMAGENET4437
IMAGENET8201
IMAGENET12988
IMAGENET21841
PASCAL20
ACTIVITYNET200
KINETICS400
ATTRIBUTES300
RELATIONSHIPS53

Database
# Concepts
Concept Type(s)
TRECVID SIN [6]
346 Person, Object, Scene, Action
FCVID [7]
239 Person, Object, Scene, Action
UCF101 [8]
101 Action
Places [9]
205 Scene
Places
365 Scene
Places, ImageNet [10]
1,183 Person, Object, Scene
ImageNet
1,000 Person, Object
ImageNet
4,000 Person, Object
ImageNet
4,437 Person, Object
ImageNet
8,201 Person, Object
ImageNet
12,988 Person, Object
ImageNet
21,841 Person, Object
Pascal VOC [11]
20 Person, Object
ActivityNet [12]
200 Action
Kinetics [13]
400 Action
Visual Genome [14]
300 Attributes of persons/objects
Visual Genome
53 Relationships b/w persons/objects

Models
GoogLeNet +
GoogLeNet +
GoogLeNet +
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet
YOLOv2
GoogLeNet +
3D-ResNet
GoogLeNet +
GoogLeNet +

SVM
SVM
SVM

SVM
SVM
SVM

Therefore, in the 2018 system, the following two types of enhancements were implemented to expand the previous concept bank to the phrase level. The first involves
an improvement that allows the system to handle verbs or verb phrases (verb + object) such as “swimming,” ”playing drums,” “riding a horse,” “wearing a scarf,” among
others. The second improvement enables the system to be able to deal with combinations of people/objects and their attributes (adjective + noun), also known as adjective
noun phrases. Examples include “blue shirt,” “brick building,” “blonde female,” among
others.
Finally, we constructed a new concept bank shown in Table 1, which includes newly
added concept classifiers that can deal with various forms of query sentences. Using
this concept bank, we calculate all concept scores for all videos. In this paper, we will
explain how to create concept classifiers for each database and pre-trained model.
1. TRECVID346, FCVID239, UCF101, and ACTIVITYNET200
First, a maximum of ten frames from each shot were selected at regular intervals,
and the corresponding images were input to the GoogLeNet model [15] pre-trained
on the ImageNet database [10]. This allowed us to obtain 1,024-dimensional feature
vectors from pool5 layers. These feature vectors (a total of ten at most) were then
bound to one feature vector using element-wise max-pooling. We trained SVMs
using data-given labels of concepts for each database as positive samples and randomly selected images from the TRECVID SIN dataset as negative samples. The
shot score for each concept was calculated as the distance to the hyperplane in the
SVM model.
2. PLACES205/365, HYBRID1183, and IMAGENET1000/4000/4437/8201/12988/21841
We calculated the concept scores using a scene classification model, pre-trained with
the Places database [9]. We also calculated concept scores using image classification
models [16][17][18] pre-trained with the ImageNet database [10]. Since each unit
of the convolution neural network (CNN) output layer identifies a concept in a
scene/object, the values representing a concept of the CNN output layer (before
softmax was applied) were used as concept scores. The maximum score of each
concept for each video was obtained after inputting at most 10 images to the CNN.
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3. PASCAL20
To deal with two or more objects/persons in query sentences, such as “two or
more men” and “at least two planes,” we created concept classifiers that provide
a higher score to videos with a large number of specific objects/persons. We accomplished this using 20 object detection models (YOLOv2 [19]) trained on the
Pascal VOC dataset [11]. Specifically, the score of a concept containing two or
more objects/persons is the sum of the probabilities of the concepts occurring in
all detected bounding boxes.
4. KINETICS400
We used a 3D-ResNet model [20][21] pre-trained with the Kinetics database [13].
Sixteen consecutive frames were input into 3D-ResNet from one to the next, and
the maximum score of each concept obtained from the output layer was taken as
the concept score for each video.
5. ATTRIBUTES300 and RELATIONSHIPS53
Using annotations of attributes of persons/objects and relationships between persons/objects in the Visual Genome Database [14], 300 types of attributes and 53
types of relationship concepts were created. As for the attributes, we built “adjective + noun” concepts such as “blue sky,” “white plate.” As for the relationships,
we selected the data whose subject is a person and that had specific verbs such as
“wear” (34 types) and “hold/have” (19 types). Finally, we created concepts such
as “wear shirt”, “have ski pole”.
The score for each semantic concept was normalized over all training iterations
using a min-max normalization, that is, the maximum and the minimum scores were
1.0 (most probable) and 0.0 (least probable), respectively.
1.2

Method 1: Word-based keyword selection

Video retrieval using word-based keyword selection was performed through the following pipeline:
1. Extract one or more keywords from a query sentence.
2. Select one or more concept classifiers related to a keyword. The corresponding
concept may not exist in the concept bank.
3. For each video, a score is calculated for the query sentence by integrating the scores
from multiple concept classifiers.
Given a query sentence, we selected some visually important keywords. For example,
given the query sentence “one or more people driving snowmobiles in the snow,” we
picked out the keywords “people,” “snowmobile,” and “snow.” We then matched the
keywords with concepts using a concept classifier. Semantically similar concepts were
also chosen using the word2vec algorithm [22] to select as many concept classifiers as
possible.
1.3

Method 2: Similarity calculation between the word definition
sentence and the whole query sentence

In our previous study, when associating the search keyword with the concept by Method
1, we observed that concept classifiers with the same classifier name but diﬀerent
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meaning were erroneously selected in some cases. Moreover, when we analyzed concept
classifiers that were rated as having a high similarity by word2vec, we observed that
word2vec failed to select the appropriate classifier in many cases. For example, “guitarist” could not be selected from the query sentence: “a person playing guitar.” To
tackle these problems, we have added auxiliary information corresponding to concept
classifiers in order to select more appropriate classifiers.
Because the names of concept classifiers trained with ImageNet are linked to a
lexical database of English, the WordNet dictionary, we used hypernyms, words with
superordinate meanings, and these words’ definitions. After restricting classification to
the concepts whose name and query sentence have the same hypernyms, video retrieval
was performed based on the similarity between the query sentence and the video definition sentence. We calculated the similarity by mapping both the definition sentence and
the query sentence into a common space using Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [23].
Finally we selected two concept classifiers with high similarity for each query sentence.
1.4

Method 3: Phrase-based concept selection

For the systems submitted in 2016 and 2017, concept classifiers and their selection of
concepts corresponding to verb phrases appearing in the query sentence was insuﬃcient.
To deal with the verb phrases in the query sentence, we selected concept classifiers
corresponding to phrases by chunking the query sentences as follows:
– Subject + intransitive verb,
– Subject + transitive verb + object,
– Subject + transitive verb + preposition + object.
As for the correspondence between phrase and concept classifier, USE was used in the
same ways as Method 2. Specifically, we input both a phrase and a classifier name into
USE and compared the similarities between feature vectors by mapping them into the
common space.
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Submissions

This year we submitted two manually assisted runs and four fully automatic runs to
the TRECVID 2018 Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) task.
2.1

Manually assisted runs

We submitted two manually assisted runs (Manual1 and Manual2). Our manually assisted runs used word-based keyword selection (Method 1). For this submission, there
were no major changes between last year’s system [3] except for the addition of training datasets which include the following four concepts: ACTIVITYNET200, KINETICS400,
ATTRIBUTES300 and RELATIONSHIPS53.
The diﬀerence between two runs was calculated through the score fusion methods
used; Manual1 run used weighted product score, and Manual2 run used product score
without weight.
2.2

Fully automatic runs

Our fully automatic runs were based on the combination of all three methods (Method
1, Method 2, and Method 3). We combined three methods by calculating the weighted
sum. The weights for Methods 1, 2, and 3 used were
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Waseda Meisei runs with the runs of other teams for all the submitted
runs including manually assisted (blue), fully automatic (red), and relevance feedback runs
(green).
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These weights were chosen based on the evaluation result using the 2016 and 2017 test
data.
2.3

Results

Fig. 1 shows the results of all the submitted runs including manually assisted, fully
automatic, and relevance feedback. The overall mAP was lower than that obtained over
the previous year. Thus, we concluded that the 2018 query sentences made classification
more diﬃcult than that done in 2016 and 2017. The mAPs of our submitted manually
assisted runs (Manual1 and Manual2) were 10.4% and 10.6%, which ranked 1st among
all submitted manually assisted systems. However, the best automatic system achieved
a higher mAP of 12.1%, more than that obtained by our manual system. The mAPs
of our fully automatic runs (Automatic1, Automatic2, Automatic3, and Automatic4)
were 5.7%, 4.0%, 4.0%, and 6.0%, respectively.
Fig. 2 shows the average precision for each query sentence. The average precision
of our manual system was the best for many query sentences, whereas the average
precision of the automatic system was lower than best and slightly better than the
medians.
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Conclusion

For this year’s submissions, we solved the problem of ad-hoc video search using a
combination of many semantic concepts in the same manner as that done for last
year’s submission. Our approach achieved a higher average precision when a simple
query sentence was used. However, once a query sentence became complicated enough
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Fig. 2. The average precision for each query sentence. Manually assisted runs (top), and fully
automatic runs (bottom). Our best run (red), the best run among all the submitted runs
(green), and the median (blue).

to extract many keywords/concepts, the average precision worsened considerably. Even
with a manual system that could select relatively ideal concepts, mAP was as low as 20%
with concept-based methods. Therefore, our future work will focus on other approaches
such as directly calculating the similarity between a video and a query sentence based
on video captioning and multi-modal embedding techniques.
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